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CALL FOR PARTICIPATION IN HUMAN RIGHTS WORKSHOPS 

If you are a young high school or university student interested in learning about human rights, expanding your 

knowledge, exchanging experiences, acquiring or developing advocacy skills, and promoting human rights in 

your immediate surroundings, then we are delighted to invite you to join our exciting workshops dedicated to 

human rights. These workshops provide you with an opportunity to broaden your understanding of the 

importance of human rights and actively engage in their protection and promotion. 

The "Human Rights School" is designed to empower you as advocates by providing essential tools, information, 

and practical skills. Through a series of educational modules, interactive discussions, case studies, and 

workshops, you will gain a comprehensive insight into key concepts, international instruments, and local 

contexts related to human rights. The topics covered in these workshops encompass a wide range of human 

rights aspects, including legal protection, equality, freedom of expression, and many other crucial themes. 

Human rights experts will guide you through all aspects of these topics, including legal frameworks, political 

significance, social challenges, and real-world application. You will have the opportunity to learn from the best, 

exchange ideas with your peers, and build a network of collaboration among like-minded individuals who share 

the same passion for promoting and protecting human rights. 

The aim of these workshops is to raise awareness about human rights, build an inclusive society, and inspire 

individuals to take concrete steps towards positive changes in their communities. Through practical examples 

and tools, you will learn how to apply the acquired knowledge in the real world and contribute to building a 

fairer society. 

The "Human Rights School" will take place from June 26, 2023, to August 31, 2023, at our organization's 

premises located at Čika Jovina 3, North City Center building, North Mitrovica. We have provided an inspiring 

environment and all the necessary resources to ensure a quality learning experience throughout the program. 

Applications are open to all interested young individuals, regardless of previous experience or professional 

background. Your desire to learn and engage in the field of human rights is the most important criterion. The 

school is free of charge for selected participants, which means that the Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture-

ACDC covers all expenses related to the organization of classes and other program-related activities. 

To apply, please visit our website at www.acdc-kosovo.org and fill out the application form, which should be 

sent to the email address konkurs@acdc-kosovo.org with the subject line "Application for the Human Rights 

School." You can download the form from the website www.acdc-kosovo.org under the section "NEWS-EVENT 

ANNOUNCEMENT." 

The deadline for submitting applications is from June 10, 2023, to June 19, 2023, at 23:59.  

Additionally, we are available via email at ines.aljovic@acdc-kosovo.org for any additional questions or 

information you may need. Detailed information about the School's program will be provided to selected 

candidates after the evaluation of applications. 
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